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AN ANALYSIS O F  A CHARRING ABLATION 
THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEN 
By Donald M. C u r r y  
SUMMARY 
An analyt ical  model i s  presented for  predicting the t ransient  one- 
The heat protection 
dimensional thermal performance of a charring ablator  heat protection 
system when exposed t o  a hyperthermal environment. 
system is considered t o  consist of an ablation material and backup 
structure. The ablating material i s  fur ther  considered t o  consist of 
three d i s t inc t  regions or zones; char, reacting, and virgin material. 
A Fortran N d i g i t a l  computer program (STAB 11) ut i l iz ing  an im- 
p l i c i t  f i n i t e  difference formulation has been wri t ten for the IBM 709&/40 
computer system. 
maximum of 12 backup materials with conduction or radiation and/or con- 
vection allowed between materials. Thermal properties of a l l  materials 
a re  temperature dependent with the properties of the charring material 
a l so  state dependent. 
The program considers one ablating material and a 
The governing d i f f e ren t i a l  equations and t h e i r  imp l i c i t ' f i n i t e  d i f -  
ference formulation are presented. 
scribed i n  de ta i l .  Also, a comparison of theore t ica l  and experimental 
resu l t s  i s  shown. 
The program input and output i s  de- 
INTRODUCTION 
The analysis and design of thennal protection systems for  entry 
in to  an atmospheric environment has resulted i n  a voluminous amount of 
l i t e r a tu re  on the general subject of ablation. (See refs. 1 and 2 for 
a survey of information on ablation.)  The ablation materials may gen- 
e r a l l y  be classif ied in to  three categories; subliming, melting and va- 
porizing, and charring. The charring ablator normally provides the 
most e f f i c i en t  thermal protection shield fo r  the major portion of a 
manned entry vehicle. 
the thermal response of a typica l  charring ablat ion material. 
This report  describes a method for predicting 
The 
response of a charring material t o  a hyperthermal environment is ex- 
tremely complex and the mathemstical m o d e l  presented t o  analyze the 
t rans ien t  behavior of the material contains simplifying assumptions and 
approximations necessary t o  afford even a numerical solution. 
The equations derived i n  th i s  analysis have been programed i n  
Fortran IV for an IBM 7094/40 cmputer system. The numerical formula- 
t i o n  of th i s  digi ta l  program, designated STAB 11, is  such that an im- 
p l i c i t  solution is  obtained. The input, output, and various p r o m  
options are discussed i n  detail.  
The thermal response of a typ ica l  charring material as predicted 
by STAB I1 i s  compared w i t h  a r c  tunnel test results. As shown, the 
predicted in-depth temperatures are i n  excellent agreement with the 
measured values. 
The author wishes t o  express his  appreciation t o  Barbara D. Arabian, 
B e t t e  J. Stafford, and Davis D. Bland f o r  t h e i r  assistance i n  the pre- 
paration of the d ig i ta l  cmputer program. 
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
The follawing general requirements were established before writing 
a d i g i t a l  computer program t o  analyze a charring ablation system: 
a. S tab i l i t y  of the equation for  a l l  applications. 
b. Machine r.unning time short  enough t o  make use of the program 
econamically feasible  (a minimum of turn around time per problem). 
c. A minimum of input per problem. 
d. A wide var ie ty  of boundary conditions for application t o  both 
t ra jec tory  data and ground or f l i g h t  test  data analysis. 
STAB I1 has been formulated i n  Fortran IV t o  analyze the t ransient  
thermal performance of a charring ablator  heat protection system. 
program considers one ablating material and up t o  12 d i f fe ren t  'backup 
materials with OF without air  gaps. 
convection between backup materials i s  alluwed. The ablation material 
may be divided i n t o  a maximum of 50 nodes and each backup material  may 
be subdivided in to  a maximum of 10 nodes. 
the materials are i n  tabular  form and a re  temperature dependent. 
ablation material i s  a l so  dependent upon i t s  s ta te ,  that is, fu l ly  
charred, pa r t i a l ly  charred, e t  cetera. 
The 
Pure conduction or radiation and/or 
The thermal properties of 
The 
The following surface boundary ccndition options are  provided: 
a. Cold wall convective and radiative heat flux tables  as a func- 
t i o n  of time. These components are specified separately, since mass 
transfer  a t  the surface blocks par t  of the convective heating, but i n  
general, has no e f f ec t  on the radiant heating. 
b. Surface temperature as a function of time. 
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c. Surface recession a s  a f'unction of temperature time. Sur- 
face recession as a function of temperature and pressure i s  a l so  avail- 
able. 
Heat loss  t o  the in t e r io r  environment for the  last node'of the  
backup structure can be specified by two methods: 
a. Conduction in to  the node and radiation and/or convection loss 
t o  the in t e r io r  environment. 
b. Conduction in to  the node and adiabatic w a l l .  
The STAB I1 numerical formulation of the equations describing the 
response of the heat shield i s  such that an implici t  solution has been 
obtained. It is  well knuwn that numerical solutions of p a r t i a l  d i f fe r -  
e n t i a l  equations a re  subject t o  several  d i f fe ren t  types of errors.  The 
first of these i s  the truncation error, due t o  the use of a f i n i t e  sub- 
division. 
division, AX. 
as AX decreases. The second kind of er ror  i s  the numerical, or  round- 
off error.  
time determines the stability of the difference equation. 
This e r ro r  may be reduced by simply choosing a smaller sub- 
The exact values a re  approached more and more closely 
The way i n  which t h i s  numerical e r ror  grows or decays with 
To i l l u s t r a t e  the differences i n  the exp l i c i t  and implicit  equation 
form, consider a nonablating homogeneous solid. The one-dimensional 
Fourier conduction equation, neglecting any heat generation terms, is: 
* The f i n i t e  difference form.of equation 
forward time s tep or expl ic i t  form for 
(T i -1  - T i )  ( T i  - Ti+1) 
+-  - + -  - 2'5- 1 2ki 2ki 2ki+l a x - L u r  ox 
(1) wri t ten i n  the conventional 
the ith node i s  
AX (Ti - Ti) 
= Pc A@ (2) P 
where the prime superscript denotes values a t  %he end of the time step, 
A8 = 8' - 8 
6 
For expl ic i t  conduction solutions, the following s t a b i l i t y  c r i t e r i a  
has been established: 
which places an upper l i m i t  on the time step A0 
error .  
fo r  a fixed truncation 
This c r i t e r i a  can require a prohibitive amount of machine time. 
Liebmann (ref. 3 )  advocated a solution of the equation which does 
not require t h i s  s t a b i l i t y  c r i t e r i a .  The f i n i t e  difference equations 
a re  wri t ten i n  a backward t i m e  s tep fom which affords an implicit  so- 
lution. 
The implicit  (backward time step) difference form of equation (1) 
fo r  the ith node is: 
= Pcp (3)  
Equation (3) uses the temperature differences a t  the end of the f i n i t e  
time in te rva l  instead of the beginning, as i n  the expl ic i t  method, 
equation (2). 
there a re  corresponding equations for  each point i n  the system and a l l  
a re  solved simultaneously yielding the temperature a t  each node. 
t i o n  and the known temperature on the Fight side, equation (3) is: 
Ti i s  the only knam temperature i n  equation (3) ,  but 
Collecting a l l  unknuwn temperatures on the l e f t  side of the equa- 
1 
ax + 
P 1 1 
A x a x  (A + %)Ti-. - (A + - 2ki - + -  2ki 2ki+l 
2ki-l  zki- 1 
7 
Equation (4 )  i s  i n  the form of: 
I 1 ? + BT + CTi+l = D *Ti- 1 i ( 5 )  
STAB I1 generates such an equation for each node i n  the system. 
Since radiation i s  an important mode of heat t ransfer  i n  charring 
ablative systems, a problem is encountered i n  any equation containing a 
radiation term. The radiation heat flux, wri t ten i n  a backward d i f fe r -  
ence form is: 
This term cannot be used i n  an implici t  solution since the unknown tem- 
perature T i  i s  t o  the 4th power. The 4th power unknown can be elim- 
inated by the follawing l inearization: 
where 
l e t  
? 
aT = Ti - Ti 
and rewrite equation (7) 
If X has an absolute value near zero, the following i s  true: 
4 
(1 + x) "1 + 4x 
Now subst i tut ing ( 9 )  i n t o  (8) 
3 l  4 4Ti Ti - 3Ti. 
( 9 )  
8 
Equation (10) i s  a l inearized approximation of equation (7) i n  which 
the unknown temperature i s  only t o  the first power. 
equation (10) i s  t h a t  Ti has an absolute value near zero. Flgure 1 
i s  a p lo t  of the e r ro r  obtained when i s  substi tuted for 
4 (1 + X) . 
high and the radiation losses are significant,  the value of AT Ti 
ea s i ly  be controlled t o  values of l e s s  than *O.L 
The assumption i n  
/ 
(1 + 4X) 
For most ablation problems where the surface temperature is  
can I 
Therefore, equation (6) can now be written 
Using the l inearized approximation f o r  the radiation terms, the result- 
ing system of implicit  difference equations consti tute a tridiagonal 
matrix of the following form: 
B T + ClT2 1 1  







Gauss' elimination method, as discussed i n  reference 4, is  applied t o  
solve the system of equations. 
solution fo r  matrices containing a dminant diagonal. 
t h i s  matrix gives the temperature of each node i n  the system for the 
next future time step. The en t i r e  process is repeated far each time 
step throughout the run, giving a time his tory of the tempemture a t  
each node. 
This method affords a fast and accurate 
The solution of 
Using t h i s  method of solution, residual e r rors  i n  the temperature 
computations a t  the beginning of the t i m e  step are dis t r ibuted through- 
out the en t i re  system of nodal equations and tend t o  cancel out rapidly. 
The principle advantage i n  using the  implicit  method i s  a set of equa- 
t ions t h a t  are mathematically s table  i n  time and distance. Therefore, 
the magnitude of the time s tep i s  not limited by a convergence criteria. 
However, care m u s t  be taken i n  selecting the  magnitude of the t i m e  step 
i n  order t o  minimize truncation errors when the  second d e r i a t i v e  of 
temperature with respect t o  time is E a ~ g e .  A similar approach is  used 
9 
t o  minimize truncation e r rors  i n  distance by choosing s m a l l  node dimen- 
sions i n  locations where large second derivatives of temperature with 
respect t o  distance a re  expected. 
I n  the case of a char forming ablative heat shield where’ approxi- 
mately 80 percent of the  heat is reradiated, i n s t ab i l i t y  can a r i s e  i n  
taking large time steps such tha t  the temperature of the surface node 
can start osc i l la t ing  on successive time steps on achieving a balance 
between the radiation source and sink. Therefore, i n  ablation problems 
i n  which the surface node loses a large percentage of heat by radiation, 
osci l la t ions of the node can be damped out by taking small time steps 
during conditions of high heat f lux and near radiation equilibrium tem-  
peratwe s. 
ANALYSIS 
Egure 2 i s  a schematic of the thermal protection system that i s  t o  
be analyzed. A receding surface has been assumed with the  formation of 
a residual char layer and reaction zone. The thermal protection system 
i s  composed of 1 charring material and a maximum of 12 different  backup 
materials w i t h  or without a i r  gaps. 
t i r e  system may be composed of noncharring materials. The thermal prop- 
e r t i e s  of a l l  materials are temperature dependent; also, the charring 
material properties a re  s t a t e  dependent ( fu l ly  or par t i a l ly  charred). 
The analysis i s  such that the en- 
The response of charring ablation heat shields t o  a hy-perthermal 
environment i s  extremely complex, and simplifying assum9tims and approx- 
imations are necessary t o  afford a numerical solution. The following 
assumptions and approximations a re  u t i l i zed  i n  the equations developed 
i n  t h i s  report: 
a. The material decmposes f r o m  the virgin s t a t e  t o  a porous char 
layer i n  the  reaction zone. 
b. 
ature l i m i t .  
The reaction zone can be defined by an upper and lawer temper- 
e. The gas generated within the reaction zone i s  assumed t o  pass 
out of the structure with no pressure loss. 
a node is  allowed. 
No g a s  accumulation within 
d. Local thermal equilibrium is  maintained between the gas and 
sol id  . 
e. The gas undergoes no fur ther  chemical reaction within the  re- 
sidual material  a f t e r  having been formed. 
10 
Derivation of Equations 
The equations are derived for a moving boundary coordinate system, 
where the front  face i s  the moving surface (ref. 5 ) .  With t h i s  system, 
the ablating material  i s  divided in to  a fixed number of nodes with a 
thickness (AX) which depends on the instantaneous location of the 
front  face. The surface recession i s  handled i n  a continuous manner 
eliminating the need of throwing away or lumping off of nodes. 
-
The physical model for the f ront  surface including a l l  heating 
terms i s  sham b e l m  




where S i s  the l inear  surface recession rate ,  NP the total  nmber 
of nodes i n  the ablation material of thickness VL. 
Rewriting equation (12) i n  implicit  f i n i t e  difference form: 
1 
Qin + m c T 
g2 p2 
t 
m c T  
Q1 p1 
i p  c T' 
1 P I  1 
5 NP - 1.5 
(NP - 1.0) - + P C  2 PICpl 2 p2 
Rearranging and collecting terms: 
1 NP - 1.5 
m m c  + g2 p2 - + E- 
+ ( -  2kl 2k2 
12 
The physical model fo r  i n t e r io r  points i n  the  mature char zone, in- 
cluding all heating terms, is  shown beluw: 
i+l 
= g  
The energy equation fo r  in te r ior  points i n  the char matrix is: 
Putting equation (13) i n  an implicit  f i n i t e  difference form: 
ax = -p.c 
1 pi B Ti 
(13a 1 
NOTE: I n  the mature char zone, no in te rna l  gaseous ablation products 
are  assumed t o  form. The reaction zone i s  the source fo r  the formation 
of the in te rna l  gaseous products. Therefore, i n  equations (12). and (l3), 
m = m  
g i  g i+ l  
The physical model fo r  nodes i n  the reaction zone is  ident ical  t o  
schematic shown f o r  the in te r ior  nodes i n  the char except fo r  consider- 
ing the energy absorbed i n  formation of the gaseous ablation products. 





physical model for the  interface between the reaction zone and vir-  
material i s  i l l u s t r a t ed  beluw: 
r 
P.c T - i-1,i 1 p i i .  S 
i+lPi+lcpi+:i 
i + l  (E) 
35 
The heat balance equation for  t h i s  node is: 
Rearranging: 
1 
ax I- 1 1 ax+- 
ai 2ki+l 
ax - iil Hd = -p.c 3 Ti gi 1 P i  
The physical m o d e l  f o r  an in t e r io r  node i n  the virgin material is: 
l-f=-I 
c P T -  -1,i pi i i 
The heat balance fo r  t h i s  nonablating node is: 
N P - i +  - P c S ( I ')Tl (16) 
p i  
Rearranging: 
p c T . *  i-1,i i , j  p. 
1, 
1,3 s 
O i  
ki-1, j (E)- 
i, 3 
1 1 1 
*ki ,  j+1 (g) 
i+l, j+l  
"he physical model for the last node i n  the ablation material and f irst  
node i n  the backup structure is: 
1 
P . .- 
i ,i i , j  p ,j 5  3 
*ki, 
18 
The heat balance equation f o r  t h i s  node: 
Rearranging: 
/ 
The backup structure may contain up t o  a maximum of 12 different  
materials with o r  without a i r  gaps between materials. Therefore, con- 
duction or radiation and/or convection between materials i s  alluwed. 
The heat balance equations for the  various modes of heat transfer i n  the back 
backup structure are now presented: 
a. In t e r io r  node 
- (T' ,j - T i , j )  i-1 
m: m: -+e 
i-1, j 1 9 3  
2k 
material: 
4 ( T i ,  j ~i+l,j
-+ 2k 2k 
r 
Ax m 
i+l, 3 i , j  
Re arranging : 
/ 1 




2ki , j  ' 2ki+l,j 
b. First node of two in te r ior  materials with no gap: 
A + t L -  
i-1, j ,j 
2k 2ki 
I t 
NOTE: Ti,j = Ti,j+l for t h i s  case. 
20 
Rearranging: 
1 + 1 1 
5 + 1  
1, j+l 2ki+l, j t l  2k. 2k i-1, j i-1, j 1,j 
1 
5+ 
+( 2k i, j+1 
c m . + c  
P i  j J P i  j+l 
= - \  2.0 
c. First node of i n t e r io r  material with an a i r  gap between 
materials : 
Equation (20) may be l inearized using the approximation 
as discussed i n  the Program Description section. 
21 
Therefore, rearranging and linearizing, equation (20) becomes: 
1 + 
m j + l  + axj+l 




'i,j+l C pi j+l Ax 
- - -  
2/33 Ti, j+l 
d. Last node of an in t e r io r  material with an a i r  gap between 
materials: 
-+- - -  2k 2k 
i, 3 
22 
Rearranging and linearizing: 
+ 1 + 
e. Final node in backup structure: 
(1) Adiabatic surface 
1 1 
Ti,l . - Ti 
9 
A x .  
i, 3 
ax,i.+d 
2k i-l,j 2k 
Ax 




(2) Radiation and/or convection loss t o  cabin environment 
Rearranging: 
1 a4T3 1 
+ Fenv i , j  
2k i-1, j 2k. 2k i-1, j 2k 
env 
Discussion of Assumptions 
A brief discussion of several  assumptions and approximations made 
i n  deriving the heat balance equations is  now presented. 
A s  sham i n  the Derivation of Equations section, t ransient  heat 
conduction, thermal degradation, and the  flow of the gaseous products 
from the reaction zone a re  the in te rna l  thermal transport  phenomena of 
interest .  Several methods a re  available i n  the treatment of the thermal 
decmposition process and they differ primarily i n  whether the chemical 
decmposition occurs i n  a single plane a t  a fixed temperature or a 
spacially continuous decomposition i n  depth is assumed. This analysis 
24 
assumes that the decomposition from the virgin t o  the char state occurs 
i n  a reaction zone that i s  defined by k n m  temperature limits. 
temperature ljmits are determined f r o m  thermogravimetric (TGA) test  
data f o r  the par t icular  material being investigated. 
curve f o r  typical  charring ablation material. lbom t h i s  curve, the 
yate of pyrolysis 
o f  a par t icular  node w i t h  t i m e ,  that is, 
These 
Figure 3 is  a TGA 
i s  calculated by knowing the temperature change ("g> 
Pi - Pi 
p i  =T 
NP 
m = c biUi 
g i  i 
This method of computing the gas generation *ates and loca l  instantan- 
eous density may be subject t o  e r ro r  since tne TGA cuxve of a material 
i s  influenced by temperature r i s e  r a t e  (DEE/sEC) and the reaction zone 
may sh i f t  up and dawn the temperature scale. 
inated by the use of an Arrhenius expression of the form 
This er ror  can be elim- 
The method now being used i n  STAB I1 (equation (25)) t o  calculate the 
pyrolysis r a t e  i s  being investigated t o  determine i ts  validity. The 
f i n a l  formulation of the pyrolysis r a t e  l a w  m u s t  rest heavily on the 
experimental rate data for the  material under investigation. The use 
of simple expressions such as equations (24) and (25 )  may be en t i r e ly  
adequate depending upon act ivat ion energy f o r  the decmposition pro- 
cess and order of reaction. 
The aerodynamic heating input i n  the analysis consists of convec- 
t i v e  and radiative canponents treated sepsrately. This dis t inct ion is  
necessary since the convective heating can be s ignif icant ly  reduced 
due t o  the injection of the ablation gases in to  the boundary layer with 
generally no e f fec t  on radiant heating. 
heating rate can be approximated by the following expression (ref. 6) 
Reduction i n  the convective 
'Block = Wg(% - HW) 
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Therefore, 
However, equation (28) is  unsatisfactory fo r  high blowing rates,  since 
can became grea+,er than 4 An experimental curve of block- 
as a function of the mass transfer  param- ing effectiveness $ 
e t e r  - 
blowing ra tes .  Both methods have been employed i n  the STAB I1 analysis. 
Equation (28) is  presently i n  use. However, no sat isfactory method f o r  
accurately predicting the convective heat blockage has been determined. 
$lock cw’ (t) % 
qcw 
can be employed t o  determine the heating reduction a t  high 
Another source of heating i s  the cambustion of the ablation prod- 
ucts i n  the boundary layer. Reference 7 presents an analysis of the 
oxidation of a carbon surface and the resul t ing cambustive heating. 
heating due t o  cmbustion as derived i n  reference 7 i s  
The 
where AH i s  the heat of cambustion per uni t  weight of char. 
C 
The thermal properties of the ablation material are both tempera- 
ture  and state dependent (-1y or par t i a l ly  charred). Mgure 4 is  an 
i l l u s t r a t ion  of the variation of these properties with temperature and 
s ta te .  The thermal properties are assumed t o  vary as folluws: 
a. ’ Char zone (Ti 2 TCm) 
kc = f (temp) 
c = f (temp) 
P C  
= constant 
pC 
(TABL b. Reaction zone 
p = f (temp) = 
T i  TC.I.> 
+ (pv - pc) 
> .  
... . !  
. .  
I ’  ... .I . , 
c = f ( P )  = cpc + (cpv - )(:I p”:) 
P PC 
c. Virgin zone (Tic T ~ L )  
Pv = constant 
kv = f (temp) 
c = f (temp) 
pv 
The calculation of  char removal, due t o  chemical, thermal, mechanical, 
or  by cambination of these mechanisms, has been examined by a multitude 
of investigators and numerous correlations exis t ,  depending on the 
specif ic  material involved. 
To provide a maximum degree of f l ex ib i l i t y  fo r  analyzing both 
ground and f l i gh t  t e s t  data and systhesizing t ra jector ies ,  the follow- 
ing provisions fo r  char removal (surface movement) are provided: 
a. 
b. Removal of char a t  a r a t e  which is  a function of time. 
Removal of char as a f’unction of surface temperature. 
A s  the char i s  removed, the surface moves with respect t o  a coordinate 
fixed i n  the material. The distance between the i n i t i a l  surface loca- 
t i on  and the char surface i s  
CUSTCIvER UTILIZATION INSTRUCTIONS 
Introduction 
IBM 7094/40 program 3021, standard ablation program, designated 
STAB SI, is designed t o  evaluate the  t ransient  thermal performance of 
a charring ablation heat protection system. The program considers 1 
ablating material and up t o  12 different  materials i n  the supporting 
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backup structure.  A maximum of 50 nodes may be considered i n  the abla- 
t ion  material and a maximum of 10 nodes per material is  allowed f o r  
each backup structure material. A i r  gaps can be considered between 
successive materials i n  the backup, thus allowing f o r  both radiative 
and/or convective heat t ransfer  between materials. The heat loss  t o  
the cabin environment frm the  backup structure can be accomplished by 
both radiation and/or convection or an adiabatic backface surface may 
be prescribed. 
Unless otherwise specified, the input problem data i s  i n  "floating 
point" form (E12.8 format) and must end i n  columns 12, 24, 36, 48, 60, 
and 72. 
a two-digit exponent, and a decimal point. For example, the number 
145.23 can be F i t t e n  as +1.4523 +02, +145.23 +OO, or  +14523 +03 
It i s  suggested that each f loat ing point number have a sign, 
Input Numenc la ture  











number of problems t o  be run successively 
any 72 alphabetical and/or numerical characters 
control card for reading i n  new input for successive 
problems 
1. blank card - new data w i l l  be read i n  
2. 6 as te r i sks  i n  columns 1 t o  6. Skip t o  next 
read statement 
time l i m i t  of problem, sec 
s ta r t ing  time of problem, sec 
number of points i n  time-step table  (the minimum 
value .of NPTP i s  2) 
output p lo t  control 
plot routine w i l l  be used 
plot  routine w i l l  be ignored 














time step t o  be used for  each calculation - s ta r t ing  
a t  time 'ITABLE, see 
variable pr in t  frequency i n  TTABLE table;  t ha t  is, i f  
DEZ'IT = 1.0 and IPRC = 10, the output w i l l  be printed 
a t  10-second intervals  
factor  t o  correct convective heating ra te  f o r  various 
body locations 
factor  t o  correct radiative heating for various body 
locations 
temperature a t  which ablation starts, O R  
temperature at 'which ablation stops, "R 
surface temperature, ( O R )  - or fime (second) a t  which char 
removal i s  t o  start 
density of- virgin ablation material, lb/ft 3 
density of mature char material, lb/ft 3 
blowing efficiency of ablation gases i n  reducing convec- 
t ive heating 
emissivity of virgin ablation material  
emissivity of charred ablation material 
enthalpy of a i r  a t  300" K, 129.06 Btu/lbm 
i n i t i a l  thickness of virgin ablation material, in. 
heat of degradation of virgin material, Btu/lbm 
, tes t  to determine i f  the reaction zone and char zone 
thermal properties are i r reversible  w i t h  temperature 
properties a re  i r revers ible  and equal to the value a t  
the maxiinurn individual node temperature 
recommended value for  VPT) 
( t h i s  i s  the 
properties a re  reversible 


















sink temperature of external environment, O R  
thermal conductivity of material  at  TCHAR, Btu/hr-ft- O R  
specif ic  heat of material  a t  TCHAR, Btu/lbm-OR 
thermal conductivity of material a t  TABL, Btu/hr-ft- O R  
specif ic  heat of material a t  TABL, Btu/lbm-"R 
number of node points i n  ablation material 
number of points i n  char thermal conductivity - temper- 
ature table  
number of 'points  i n  char specif ic  heat - temperature table  
number of points i n  virgin thermal conductivity - 
temperature table 
number of points i n  virgin specif ic  heat - temperature 
table  
numter of points i n  surface recession - temperature 
time table  
temperature values i n  char thermal conductivity - 
temperature table,  O R  
thermal conductivity values i n  char thermal conductivity - 
temperature ' table,  Btu/ft-hr- O R  
temperature values i n  char specific heat - temperature 
table,  O R  
specif ic  heat values i n  char specif ic  heat - temperature 
table,  Btu/lbm- O R  
temperature table,  OR 
temperature values i n  virgin thermal conductivity - 
thermal conductivity values i n  virgin thermal conduc- 
t i v i t y  - temperature table, Btu/ft-hr- OR 
temperature values i n  virgin specif ic  heat - temperature 














specif ic  heat values i n  virgin specif ic  heat temperature 
table, Btu/lbm- OR 
cession table  
temperature (OR) or time (sec) values i n  the surface re- 
surface recession values i n  the surface recession - 
temperature o r  time table,  in.  /see 
number of time points i n  the t ra jec tory  input tab le  
the array of (lVTRUT) t ra jec tory  time values, sec 
the corresponding array of cold w a l l  convective heating 
2 ra tes ,  Btu/ft -see 
the corresponding array of radiative heating rates ,  
2 Btu/ft -see 
the corresponding array of f l i g h t  velocity, f t / sec  
number of materials i n  backup structure 
t o t a l  number of node points i n  backup structure 
t o t a l  thickness of backup structure,  in. 
number of nodes i n  each individual material i n  backup 
structure 
number of points i n  each individual backup structure 
material thermal conductivity - temperature table 
number of points i n  each individual backup structure 
material  specif ic  heat - temperature table  
any 72 alphanumeric characters used t o  describe each 
individual material i n  the backup structure 
temperature values i n  backup material thermal conduc- 
t i v i t y  - temperature tables, O R  
t h e r m 1  conductivity values i n  backup material thermal 














temperature values i n  backup material specific heat - 
temperature table s, O R  
specif ic  heat values i n  backup material specif ic  heat - 
temperature tables, Btu/lb,- O R  
density of individual materials i n  backup, lb/f% 3 
thickness of individual materials i n  backup, in.  
emissivity of front surface of each material i n  backup 
emissivity of back surface of each material i n  backup 
film coefficient between adjacent materials i n  'backup, 
Btu/hr-f't2- O R  
width of gap between Eidjacent materials i n  backup, in. 
tests t o  determine the mode of heat t ransfer  between 
materials for the f ront  and backface of each.materia1 
re spect ively 
conduction only between materials 
convective heat t ransfer  only 
radiat ion only or radiation and convection heat t ransfer  
temperature of i n t e r io r  cabin environment, O R  
f i l m  coefficient t o  in t e r io r  cabin environment, 
Btu/ft2-hr- O R  
view factor  and emissivity product for radiative heat 
t ransfer  t o  cabin in t e r io r  
boundary condition between last node of the backup 
structure and cabin environment 
adiabatic surfaces 











determines the proper heat shield i n i t i a l  temperature 
dis t r ibut ion 
constant, uniform i n i t i a l  temperature distribution 
a rb i t ra ry  i n i t i a l  temperature dis t r ibut ion 
l i nea r  temperature distribution 
temperature t o  be used when constant temperature dis- 
t r ibut ion option i s  used, O R  
i n i t i a l  temperature a t  front surface of heat shield t o  
be used i n  computing i n i t i a l  l inear  temp?rature 
gradient, O R  
arb i t ra ry  temperature dis t r ibut ion values, t o  be used 
only i f  TEST2 i s  negative, R 
number of points i n  enthalpy - temperature curve fit 
enthalpy values i n  enthalpy - temperature table,  
Btu/lbm 
ture table,  OR 
corresponding temperature values i n  enthalpy - tempera- 
NOTE: T h i s  table  i s  used for computing the wall enthalpy. 
An input deck for NHP, HX, and TW has been prepared for air  and i s  
available upon request. 
Input Data Card Preparation 
The input data are  given i n  the following order. Each number 
below refers  t o  a separate record and must begin on a new data card. 
The input data has been grouped, where possible, i n to  various sections 
dealing with a par t icular  part of the input, that  is, ablation material 
properties, t ra jec tory  data, backup structure, e t  cetera. This permits 
the use of a minimum number of input cards for running successive prob- 
lems. The t i t l e  card as described i n  the input nomenclature controls 
the input for successive problems. 
1. The first data card contains the value of NCASE. NCASE i s  
an integer (15 format) and must end i n  column 3 .  
many problems are t o  be run and is  entered only once a t  the start of 
the data deck. 
This card te l l s  how 
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2. Columns 1 through 72 of the second data card contain any t i t l e  
This card w i l l  be printed a t  the top of the first page of the 
o r  ident i f icat ion information desired - any alphanumeric character may 
be used. 
output. This card m u s t  be included i n  a l l  successive problems t o  be 
run. 
a. Problem Time Section 
3. TITLE card - i f  blank, the following 2 cards must be submitted; 
i f  6 as te r i sks  are  punched i n  columns 1 through 6, skip t o  record num- 
ber 6. 
4. This record contains, i n  the following order: TLm, TINT, 
NPTT and NPW are  integers entered 
NPTT, NPL@. 
must end i n  columns 12 and 24. 
w i t h  an 15 format and must end i n  columns 30 and 33. 
TLIM and TINT are  entered as f loat ing point numbers and 
5.  S t a r t  entering the values of "TABLE, DELTP, IPRC. TPABLE and 
DELTT are  f loat ing point numbers and must end i n  columns 12 and 24. 
IPRC i s  entered as integer w i t h  an I5 format and m u s t  end i n  column 30, 
Use as many cards as required t o  enter  NPTT values. 
b. Heating Rate h c t o r s  Section 
6. TITLE card - i f  blank, the following card must be submitted; 
i f  6 as te r i sks  are  punched i n  columns 1 through 6, skip t o  record num- 
ber 8. 
7. Enter the following: FCVNV, FRAD. These numbers are  entered 
as  f l m t i n g  point numbers and must end i n  columns 12 and 24. 
c. Ablation Material Section 
8. TITLE card - i f  blank, the following cards 9 through 18 must 
be submitted; if 6 as te r i sks  are  punched i n  columns 1 through 6, skip 
t o  record number 19. 
9. HEADNG card - any alphanumeric characters i n  columns 1 through 
Records 9 through 18 contain input data for the ablation material. 72. 
10. Enter the following: TABL, TCHAR, TREC, R H P ,  RHqC, FBI@. 
These numbers a re  entered as f loat ing point nmbers (6312.8 format) 
must end i n  cohmns 12, 24, 36, 48, 60 and 72. 
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11. Enter the following: W ,  EMC, m00, VL, Hv,  VPT. U s e  sane 
format as card 10. 
12. Enter the following: FV, TV, CHARK, CHARC, ABLK, ABLC. Use 
same format as card 10. 
13. This card contains, i n  the following order: NP, NKC, NCPC, 
NKV, NCPV, NREC. These numbers a re  fixed point integers and must end 
i n  columns 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30. An I5 format i s  used t o  rea2 i n  
these numbers. 
14. Sta r t  entering the curve of TKC versus XKC, with the values of 
TKC ending i n  columns 12, 36, and 60. The corresponding values of XKC 
must end i n  columns 24, 48, and 72; for  example, three TKC-XKC points are 
contained on one card. The numbers are  entcred as f loat ing point nun- 
bers. Use as many cards a s  required t o  enter  NKC points on the curve. 
15. Start entering the  curve of TCPC VPZSUS CPC with the values of 
TWC, ending i n  columns 12, 36, and 60. 
CPC must end i n  columns 24, 48, and 72; for example, three TCPC-CPC 
points are  contained on one card. The numbsrs a re  entered as floating 
point nm’ers. 
the curve. 
Tki? corresponding values of 
Use as many cards as required t o  enter NCPC points on 
16. Start entering the curve of TKV versus XKV w i t h  the values of 
TKV ending i n  columns 12, 36, and 60. The corresponding values of XKV 
must end i n  columns 24, 48, and 72; for example, three TKV-XKV points 
a re  contained on one card. The numbers a re  entered as f loat ing point. 
Use as many cards as required t o  enter  the NKV points on the curve. 
17. S t a r t  entering the curve of TCW versus CW with the values of 
TCPV, ending i n  columns 12, 36, and 60. 
CW must end i n  columns 24, 48, and 72; fo r  example, three TCW-CPV 
.points are  contained on one card. The numbers are entered as floating 
point. Use as many cards as required t o  enter N C W  points on the curve. 
The corresponding values of 
18. S t a r t  entering the curve of  TS versus SR w i t h  the values of TS, 
ending i n  columns 12, 36, and 60. 
end i n  columns 24, 48, and 72; fo r  example, three TS-SR points are con- 
tained on one card. The numbers a re  entered as floating point. Use as 
many cards as required t o  enter  NREC points on the curve. 
The corresponding values of SR must 
d. Trajectory Data Section 
, 
19. TITEE card - i f  blank, the following cards 20 through 22 must 
be submitted; if 6 as te r i sks  a re  punched i n  columns 1 through 6, skip 
t o  record number 23. 
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20. HEXDNG card - any alphanumeric characters i n  columns 1 through 
72. Records 21through 22 contain t ra jectory input data. 
21. Enter the following: NTRAPT. This number i s  an integer and 
must end i n  column 5. An I5  format i s  used t o  read i n  t h i s  number. 
22. S t a r t  entering the t ra jectory data i n  the following order: 
TIbE, QCjdrJ, 0, VEL. 
bers and must end i n  columns 12, 24, 36, and 48. 
jectory data points on one card. Use as many cards as required t o  
e n t e r  NTRAPT points i n  the trajectory.  
These values are entered as f loat ing point num- 
There a re  four tra- 
e.  Backup Structure Section 
23. TITLE card - i f  blank, the following cards 24 through 32 must 
be submitted; i f  6 as te r i sks  are  punched i n  columns 1 through 6, skip 
t o  record number 33. 
24, HEADNG card - any alphanumeric characters i n  columns 1 through 
72. Records 25 through 32 contain properties of backup structure. 
25. Enter the following: NMB, NPBS, BL. These three values must 
end i n  columns 5,  10 and 24. 
under an I5 format. 
NMB and NPBS are  integers and are read i n  
BL is  a f loat ing point number. 
26. Enter the values of XNPM. XNPM i s  i n  f loat ing point form and 
must end i n  columns E, 24, 36, 48, 60 and 72. 
required t o  enter  NMB points. 
Use  as many cards as 
27. Enter the values of M(PB and NCPB. These numbers are  integers 
and NKPB must end i n  columns 5 ,  15, 25, 35, and 45; and the correspond- 
ing values of NE% must end i n  columns 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50. 
format i s  used t o  read these values. five NKPB-NCPB values are  con- 
tained on one card. 
points. 
An 15 
U s e  as many cards as are  required t o  enter  NMB 
28. MDNT card - any alphanumeric characters i n  columns 1 through 
72. This card contains a description of each backup material. 
29. Start entering the  curve of TXK versus XK with the values of 
TXK, ending i n  columns 12, 36, and 60. 
must end i n  columns 24, 48, and 72; f o r  example, three TXK-XK points 
are contained on one card. 
Use as many cards as required t o  enter  NKPB points on the curve. 
The corresponding values of XK 
The numbers a re  entered as f loat ing point. 
30. S t a r t  entering the curve of TCP versus CPX w i t h  the values of 
TCP, ending i n  columns 12, 36, and 60. 
must end i n  columns 24, 48, and 72; f o r  example, three TCP-CPX points 
are contained on one card. The numbers a re  entered as f loat ing point. 
Use as many cards as required t o  enter  NCPB points on the curve. 
The corresponding values of CPX 
NOTE: Repeat records 28, 29, and 30 u n t i l  the properties for  NMB 
materials have been entered. The maxhum number for NMB i s  12. 
31. S ta r t  entering the following values i n  order: RHgBX, XE!M, 
'ESIFB, EMBB. These values a re  entered as floating point numbers 
(6312.8 format) and must end i n  columns 12, 24, 36, 48, 60, and 72. 
as many cards as required t o  enter NMB points. 
Use 
32. S ta r t  entering the following values i n  order: H, GAPX, FTEST, 
These values are entered as floating point numbers (6312.8 fo r -  BTEST. 
mat) and must end i n  columns 12, 24, 36, 48, 60, and 72. 
cards as required t o  enter NMB points. 
Use as many 
f. In t e r io r  Environment Section 
33. TITLE card - i f  blank, the fo l lming  cards 34 through 35 must 
be submitted; i f  6 as te r i sks  are punched i n  columns 1 through 6, skip 
t o  record number 36. 
34. HEADNG card - any alphanumeric characters i n  columns 1 through 
72. Record 35 contains properties of environment. 
35. Enter the following: TENV, HENV, FENV, QLPSS. The values are  
entered as f loat ing point nmbers and must end i n  columns 12, 24, 36, 
and 48. 
g. I n i t i a l  Temperature Section 
36. TITCE card - i f  blank, the following records 37 through 38 must 
be submitted; i f  6 aster isks  are  punched i n  columns 1 through 6, skip t o  
record 40. 
37. HEADNG card - any alphanumeric-characters i n  columns 1 through 
Records 38 through 39 contain i n i t i a l  temperature dis t r ibut ion in- 72. 
put. 
38. Enter the folluwing: TFST2, TENPI, TXO. These values are 
entered as floating point numbers and must end i n  columns 12, 24, and 
36. 
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NOTE: If TEST2 is  a negative number, record 39 must be submitted; 
otherwise, skip t o  record 40. 
39. Enter the a rb i t ra ry  temperature dis t r ibut ion values, TEMDI. 
These values a re  entered as f loat ing points with a 6~12.8 format. 
as many cards as required t o  enter  NP plus NPBS node points. 
Use  
h. Enthalpy - Temperature Section 
40. TITLE card - i f  blank, the folluwing records 41 and 42 must be 
submitted; i f  6 as te r i sks  are punched i n  columns 1 through 6, t h i s  i s  
the last data card i n  the problem input. 
41. Enter the folluwing: NHP. This value i s  an integer and must 
end i n  column 5. An I5  format is  used t o  read i n  t h i s  number. 
42. S t a r t  entering the curve of HX versus TW with the value of HX 
Tk:e corresponding values of TW must ending i n  cohmns 12, 36, and 60. 
end i n  columns 24, 48, and 72; fo r  example, three m-TW points are  con- 
tained on one card. The numbers a re  entered as f loat ing point. Use as 
many cards as required t o  enter  NHP points on the curve. 
consists of the last data cards required as input for a problem. 
Record 42 
A s  many successive problems as you wish may be run a t  one time by 
proper input preparation. 
information u n t i l  changed by new input data. Therefore, the use of the 
TITLE control card is very important,when running more than one problem 
and using the input data of the previous problem(s). 
input section starts with a TITLE control card for  determining whether 
new input 'data i s  t o  be used. . If any data is changed within a section, 
then a l l  data cards required for that section m u s t  be submitted. 
STAB I1 has been designed t o  save a l l  input 
A s  sham, each 
.STAB I1 can a l s o  be used for  solving one dimensional t ransient  heat 
conduction problems of nonablating materials. 
e t e r s  must be adhered to: 
The folluwing input param- 
a. TABL must be greater than the maximum temperature expected dur- 
ing the calculation. Also, TABL > TCHAR > TREC. 
b. The ablation material must be considered t o  be the first mater- 
i a l  i n  the structure for  calculational purposes. 
c. The virgin and char properties must be inputed as described 
above but can have the same values; t h a t  is, XKV = XKC, CPC = CW, 
RH@ = R H ~ C ,  e t  cetera. 
The following dimensions statements and program limitations should 
not be violated when preparing the input described above for ablating 
and nonablating structure: 
a. A l l  property tables can have a maximum of 20 points (1. e., a 
temperature and specif ic  heat value consti tute one point). 
b. The surface recession tab le  can have a maximum of 50 points 
(TS and SR consti tute one point) .  
c. The t ra jec tory  table can have a maximum of 300 points (TIME, 
QC@, W, VEL consti tute one point). 
d The ablation material can be broken in to  a maxi?num of 50 nodes. 
The backup structure can consist of up t o  12 d i f fe ren t  materials w i t h  a 
maximum of 10 nodes per material. 
e. A minimum of 3 nodes per material  (ablation or backup) m u s t  be 
spe c i  f i e  d. 
f .  A minimum of two materials must be specified (ablation material 
and one backup structure material). 
g. Pure conduction only i s  allowed between the ablation material 
and the first material  i n  the backup. 
h. If  any data input is  changed i n  the Ablation Material Section 
on successive problems, the Ablation,Material Section data cards plus 
the I n i t i a l  Tempera tu re  Section data cards must be submitted. 
Program Output Information 
The computed r e su l t s  are available i n  two forms of output; tabular 
and p lo t  outputs. The tabular output presents the computed results i n  
block type form f o r  each computation s tep as controlled by the pr in t  
count control number. .As discussed i n  the preparation of input data, 
both the computational t i m e  step and pr in t  control can be varied through- 
out the running of a problem. Therefore, excessive printed output i s  
avoided, as well  as a considerable savings i n  actual machine computa- 
t i on  time. 
t i r e  s e t  of problems t o  be run are completed. 
The p lo t  outputs are  printed and plotted only when the en- 
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Tabular output.- The program pr in ts  a l i s t i n g  of the data input 
parameters for ident i f icat ion of the  problem and ease i n  determining if 
there are any input mistakes. For stacked problems, the program pr in ts  
only that input information that i s  changed frm the previous problem. 













Cold wall  convective heating r a t e  without blowing, Btu/ft2-sec 
2 Radiative heating rate ,  Btu/ft -sec 
Velocity, f t / sec  
Gas ablation ra te ,  lbm/ft -hr 
Char ablation rate ,  lbm/ft -hr 
Total ablation rate ,  lbm/ft -hr 
Surface recession depth from original surface, in. 
Hot wall convective heating rate without blowing, Btu/ft -sec 
Temperature dis t r ibut ion i n  ablation material, O R  





The temperatures printed f o r  the ablation material are fo r  fixed 
distances *om the or iginal  surface. These distances are calculated 
from the i n i t i a l  ablation material thickness and number of nodes i n  
ablation material. For example: 
l e t  
VL = 1.0 in .  
NP = 11 
then 
The temperatures w i l l  be printed for X distances of 0, 0.1, 0.2, 
0.3, e t  cetera, from the or iginal  surface u n t i l  the surface has receded 
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beyond these fixed distances a t  which ttme the node no longer ex is t s  
and i s  dropped from the printout. This i s  i l l u s t r a t ed  i n  the follcrwing 
way using the above example; l e t  surf'ace recession = 0.26 in.., then the 
f i rs t  temperature printed i s  the surface temperature of the  material, 
located 0.26 in. f r o m  the or iginal  material surface. The following 
printed ablation material temperatures a re  f o r  X distances of 0.3, 0.4, 
0.5 ,  *.. .  1.0 in. 
The format f o r  the temperature dis t r ibut ion printout 3s ~16.5 with 
s ix  temperatures printed per l ine.  
Plot output. - The plot  output gives the folluwing ablative material 
perfsmince parameters as a function of time: 
a. Surface depth, in. 
b. Bondline temperature between ablate? and backup structure, O R ,  
c. Two selected isotherm depths 
These values a re  a l so  printed i n  tabular form fo r  ease i n  checking 
and replott ing of the resu l t s .  
and minimum values of the parameters. 
The plotted curves contain a l l  maximum 
PROGRAM VERIFICATION 
A s  discussed i n  the previous sections, approximations and assump- 
t ions were made i n  the analyt ical  model t o  afford both a quick and 
accurate solution i n  predicting the thermal response of a charring heat 
shield. These simplifying assumptions and approximations are expected 
t o  introduce only minor errors ;  howeverg the va l id i ty  of the analyses 
and resul tant  accuracy can be judged only by a comparison with exact 
theoret ical  solutions and experimental data. 
selected and a comparison of the STAB I1 results with the theoret ical  
and t e s t  data i s  discussed i n  the following paragraphs. 
Three examples have been 
An elementary t ransient  heating example was chosen t o  demonstrate 
the accuracy and numerical s t a b i l i t y  of the STAB PI program. A steel 
slab 6 inches thick was selected and assumed t o  be a t  uniform i n i t i a l  
temperature of 460" R (0' F). The thermal properties were considered 
constant. 
72 Btu/sec-f% and an adiabatic back surface was assumed. 
shows a cmparison of the STAB P I  calculated i n  depth temperatures as 
a function of time wfth .the exact solution taken from reference 8, 




To demonstrate the STAB I1 solution with a moving boundary, a slab 
w i t h  constant properties, uniform i n i t i a l  temperature, front surface 
moving with a constant velocity, and constant surface temperature 
w a s  chosen. The exact solution for semi-infinite slab with these bound- 
ary and i n i t i a l  conditions i s  presented i n  reference 9: Figure 6 pre- 
sents a cmparison of the STAB I1 temperature response with the  exact 
solutions. A s  can be seen fram t h i s  figure, the two solutions are not 
i n  agreement for approximately the first 50 t o  60 seconds of the trans- 
ient.  This disagreement is  the result of the quasi-steady s t a t e  
) = 0; @) = S P C  P AT X=O 
assumption made i n  the exact solution analysis. 
t o  estimate the induction time (time a t  which 
t ion)  and found t o  be approximately 60 seconds, which is  i n  agreement 
with the STAB I1 results. 
A calculation w a s  made 
& = 0 i s  a good assump- 
Finally, t o  ver i fy  the fu l ly  charring ablation model, an example 
of a typ ica l  charring material  was chosen. 
i a l  i s  i n i t i a l l y  1.6 inches thick with an adiabatic back surface and a 
constant heat f lux of 95 Btu/sec-ft2 applied t o  the front surface. The 
surface i s  assumed t o  recede a t  a constant velocity of 3.03 (10-3) in./sec. 
Figure 7 presents a camparison of the in-depth temperatures with actual  
t e s t  r e su l t s  obtained i n  an a r c  tunnel. The r e su l t s  are i n  good agree- 
ment, with the largest  deviations bebeen  calculated and measured values 
occurring fo r  the thermocouple located 1.0 inches i n  depth. 
agreement could be a t t r ibu ted  t o  several  possible errors;  thermal prop- 
e r t y  values, incorrect location of thermocouples, e t  cetera. 
of varying the thermal properties (thermal conductivity, specif ic  heat, 
etc.  ) i s  presently being investigated and w i l l  be reported i n  a Rzture 
report. 
The charring ablation mater- 
The dis- 
The e f fec t  
Tables I and I1 present the input and output data used for t h i s  
example. Figures 8, 9, and 10 are  the r e s a t i n g  plot  routine output. 
The camparisons presented above between the cmputer results and 
the exact solutions and tes t  results are considered satisfactory.  A s  
discussed previously, the assumptions used i n  the analyt ical  model w i l l  
be examined more c r i t i c a l l y  as additional tes t  data and analyses became 
available. 
f l e c t  these additional studies. 
The program w i l l  be revised and updated as  required t o  re- 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A n  analyses and computer program f o r  predicting the t ransient  
thermal response of a charring ablation thermal protection system has 
been described. The numerical formulation of the equations i s  such 
tha t  an implicit  solution i s  obtained. 
both a rapid and accurate solution f o r  both ablat ing and nonablating 
type problems. 
This method of solution affords 
Provision i s  made i n  the program for a number of surface boundary 
conditions. These provisions allow ef f ic ien t  use of the program f o r  
analyzing both ground and f l i g h t  test  data and t ra jec tory  synthesis. 
The computer program has been checked out with both exact solu- 
t ions and actual  ablation t e s t  data. 
agreement with the exact solutions and t e s t  data. However, the analysis 
depends upon using good property values and Some e f fo r t  must be expended 
i n  obtaining the best  possible thermal properties. 
program w i l l  continue t o  be checked as additional f l i gh t  and ground 
t e s t  data becmes available, t o  both update the thermal property values 
and eliminate the  individual approximations and assumptions used i n  the 
analysis when possible. 
The numerical r e su l t s  a re  i n  good 
The analysis and 
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The following sample problem is shown t o  indicate the form of the 
data input and the program output. A typ ica l  charring material sub- 
jected t o  a constant heating experienced i n  a rc  tunnel i s  presented. 
A sketch of the model. i s  given beluw: 
& = 95 1 








The various material  properties and dimensions a re  s h m  i n  
table  11, program output. The insulation i s  assumed t o  be ablation 
material for t h i s  problem. The problem coding sheet and subsequent 
data card l i s t i n g  are sham i n  table I. The i n i t i a l  temperature of 
the structure was assumed uniform and equal t o  530" R (70" F). 















I-OCATYON FACTORS FOR C O N V F C T I V E  AND R A O I A T I V E  H E A T I N G  
R F A D ( 5 e 3 0 0 0 )  ( T 1 T L € ( ~ ) , L = l r l 2 )  
R F A D ( 5 r 3 0 0 2 )  F C O N V r F R A O  
W R I T E ( 6 r 1 5 5 )  FCONVpFRAD 
T F ( T I T L E ( l ) m E t 3 m P R V O U S )  GO TO 300 
FORMAT(lH0~6HFCONV=,lPE12.5,OX5HFRAD=,1PF~2m~/) 
P R O P E R T I E S  OF A R L A T I O N  M A T E R I A L  
R F A D ( S t 3 0 0 0 )  ( T I T L E ( L ) r L = l , 1 2 )  
I F ( T I T L E ( l ) m E O m P R V O U 5 )  60 T O  300 
R F A D ( 5 r 3 0 0 0 )  ( H F A D N G ( K ) r K = l , l ? )  








l l F M P E R A T U R E ~ ~ X ~ 1 2 H C O ~ ~ U C T T V I T Y r l 9 X ~ l l H T ~ M P E R A T U R F ~ 7 X ~ 4 H H ~ A T ~  
KLLL=MINO(NKC,NCPC)  
w R I T E ( 6 ~ 2 2 2 )  ( T K C ( L ) , X K C ( L ) P T C P C ~ L ) ~ C P C ~ L ~ P L = ~ ~ K L L L )  
IFINKC-NCPC) 3 3 0 r 2 3 5 r P 3 3  
W R I T E ( 6 r 2 2 4 )  (TCPC(L),CPC(L),L=KLLLLeNCPC) 
230 K L L L L = K L L L + l  
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F o m n  
Fooin 
Foam 
F O O S ~  
F O W n  
conw 
F O n A n  
F O C ) ~ ~  
FOfJRn 
COO90 















KOft3f l  
KO04n 
K O O 5 f l  




K O 1  1111 
K 0 1 2 n  
K O l a n  
K O 1 5 n  
Kolhn 
K O l r J n  
KO1911 
u o j  i n  
WOI xn 


































?? I? A coefficient i n  matrix, single subscript 
"A" coefficient i n  matrix, double subscript 
specific heat of material a t  TABL 
thermal conductivity of material  a t  TABL 
"B" coefficient i n  matrix, single subscript 
"B" coefficient i n  matrix, double subscript 
Total thickness of backup s t ructure  
value of 1460 isotherm depth f'rcm previous time s tep 
t e s t  t o  determine mode of heat t ransfer  out of back surface 
of backup materials 
"C" coefficient i n  matrix j single subscript 
."C" coefficient i n  matrix, double subscript 
specific heat of material a t  TCHAR 
t h e m 1  conductivity of material  at.TCHAl3 
specif ic  heat of a node i n  ablation material 
specif ic  heat of backup material  node 
specif ic  heat values i n  char specif ic  heat table 
specif ic  heat values i n  virgin specif ic  heat table  
specific heat values i n  backup material  specif ic  heat 






















"D" coefficient i n  matrix, single subscript 
"D" cmf f i c i en t  i n  m a t r i k ,  double subscript 
time s tep  i n  the time s tep table  
t e s t  used for dumping (DMP = o skip dump, DMP = 1.0 
start dumping) 
loca l  mass f l o w  r a t e  of ablation gas 
time step frm the time step table i n  hours 
time s tep f'rm time s tep table  i n  seconds 
thickness of a node i n  the ablation material 
thickness of a node i n  a backup structure material 
VLV variable ablation node thickness (= Np 1) 
VLI fixed ablation material node thickness (= - 1) 
emissivity of back surface of each material  i n  backup 
char material  emissivity 
emissivity of front surface of each m a k r i a l  i n  backup 
virgin material  emissivity 
emissivity of 
code word f o r  
front surface of ablation material 
plot  routine 
Control numbers fo r  printing e r ror  statements when an input 







H x  
IEM 
IPRC 
m m  
blowing efficiency i n  reducing convective heating 
factor t o  correct convective heating rate for  various body 
locations 
emissivity - view factor product t o  cabin in te r ior  
factor t o  correct radiative heating rate for  various body 
locat  ions 
test  t o  determine mode of heat t ransfer  in to  front surface 
of backup materials 
v i e w  factor f o r  external environment 
defined by Fortran statement 
gap width between backup materials 
fi lm coefficient between backup materials 
enthalpy of air  a t  300" K 
any 72 alphanumeric characters used t o  ident i fy  problems 
being run - printed at  top of first page of output 
any 72 alphanumeric characters used t o  ident i fy  each input 
sect  ion 
f i lm coefficient t o  cabin environment 
t o t a l  enthalpy 
heat of degradation of virgin material 
w a l l  enthalpy computed from enthalpy - temperature table 
enthalpy values i n  enthalpy table 
test used t o  determine if front  surface i s  virgin or  char 
fo r  using proper emissivity 
variable pr in t  frequency i n  the-step table 













t e s t  t o  determine if node temperature is  greater  than TABL 
test  used i n  determining node density a t  TXl  temperature 
test  used i n  determining node density a t  TX2 temperature 
number of problems t o  be run 
number of points i n  each backup material specific heat table 
number of points i n  char specific heat temperature table  
number of points i n  virgin specif ic  heat temperature table  
number of points i n  char thermal conductivity - temperature 
table 
number of points i n  each backup material thermal conduc- 
t i v i t y  table 
number of points i n  virgin thermal conductivity temperature 
table 
number of materials i n  backup structure 
number of node points i n  ablation material 
total number of node points i n  backup structure 
t o t a l  number of points i n  heat shield structure (NP + NPSS) 
output p lo t  control number 
number of nodes per material i n  backup 
number of points i n  enthalpy - temperature table  
number of points i n  time-step table 
number of points i n  surface recession -temperature or time 
table 
number of points i n  t ra jec tory  input tab le  
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Fortran Description 
NXA f dummy indexes fo r  subroutine Save 
NXD 
NXE 
QBLjdCK amount of convective heat blocked due t o  mass injection in to  
boundary layer 
Q C ~ N  
QC#NX 
t ra jec tory  table convective heating rates 
cold wall convective heat r a t e  a t  present time step 
QHW hot w a l l  convective heat rate without bluwing 
&IN net heat f lux in to  front surface 
Q,LjdSS boundary condition for  heat t ransfer  t o  cabin in te r ior  
Qjdm heating r a t e  due t o  combustion 
QRAD t ra jec tory  table radiative heating ra tes  
&RADx radiat ive heat f lux a t  present time step 
QUIT code w o r d  for plo t  routine 
R thermal resistance due t o  conductivity between nodes i n  the 
ablation material 
RBl thermal resistance due t o  conductivity between past and 
present node i n  backup material 
RB2 thermal resistance due t o  conductivity between present and 
forward node i n  backup material  
RHjd 
RH@X 
R H ~ C  mature char material density 
density of an ablation material node 



























virgin ablation material density 
density of node a t  past time step 
density of node at present time step 
thermal capacity of a node i n  the ablation material 
surface recession r a t e  
depth of 1060 isotherm a t  any given time 
time corresponding t o  maximum depth of 1460 isotherm 
time corresponding t o  maximum depth of 1060 
surface recession depth a t  maximum 1060 isotherm depth 
bondline temperature a t  maximum 1060 isotherm depth 
term that w i l l  contain maximum depth of 1060 isotherm 
depth of 1460 isotherm a t  maximum 1060 isotherm depth 
surface recession depth a t  maximum 1460 isotherm depth 
bondline temperature a t  &imum 1460 isotherm depth 
depth of 1060 isotherm a t  maximum 1460 isotherm depth 
term that w i l l  contain maximum depth of 1460 i so them 
surface recession values i n  surface recession table 
present time 
temperature a t  which ablation starts 
temperature at  which ablation stops 
temperature values i n  backup material specific heat tables 
temperature values i n  char specific heak table 

























a rb i t r a ry  i n i t i a l  temperature dis t r ibut ion values 
constant i n i t i a l  temperature dis t r ibut ion mlue 
i n t e r io r  cabin temperature 
tes t  t o  determine proper heat shield i n i t i a l  temperature 
dis t r ibut ion 
time t o  s t a r t  dumping or printing information used i n  check- 
out of program (se ts  DMF = LO) 
t ra jec tory  table time values 
s t a r t i ng  time of problem 
control card used fo r  reading i n  new data for.successive 
problems 
temperature values i n  char thermal conductivity table 
temperature values i n  virgin thermal conductivity table 
t o t a l  thickness of heat shield structure (VL + BL) 
t i m e  l lmi t  of problem 
surface temperature or time a t  which char removal is  t o  
start 
temperature or time values i n  surface recession table  
time values i n  time-step table  
equals TUX i f  VPT = 0 or equals TX2 i f  VPT = 1 - used in  
computing char properties 
mximum value of TXl and TX2 
maximum TXl values - used i n  computing gas ablation rate 
maximum "X2 values - used i n  computing gas ablation rate 
sink temperature of external environment 














De s c r ip t  ion 
temperature of nodes a t  past time s tep  
temperature of nodes a t  present time step 
temperature a t  fixed locations i n  ablation material as de- 
fined by XC 
temporary storage of TX2 temperatures for  computing thermal 
pr opert i e  s 
temperature values i n  backup material  thermal conductivity 
tables 
i n i t i a l  temperature a t  front surface of heat shield for cam- 
puting l inear  temperature gradient 
temperature dis t r ibut ion a t  forward time step 
t raJectory table  velocity values 
t ra jec tory  velocity a t  present time step 
i n i t i a l  virgin material  thickness 
i n i t i a l  ablation material  thickness 
value of 1060 isotherm depth from previous time s tep 
variable ablation material  thickness 
t e s t  t o  determine i f  properties are i r reversible  w i t h  
temperature 
depth of 1460 isotherm a t  any time 
thickness of individual materials i n  backup 
fixed location of nodes i n  the ablation material  
ncde number 
any 72 alphanumeric characters t o  ident i fy  each material 
thermal conductivity values i n  backup material  thermal 









thezmal conductivity of backup material node 
thermal conductivity i n  char thermal conduct.ivity table 
thermal conductivity value i n  virgin thermal conductivity 
table  
amount of sol id  ablation material l o s t  i n  a time s tep due 
t o  surface movement 
distance fram original  surface t o  present front surface lo- 
cation, inches 
distance from original  surface t o  present front surface lo- 
cation, feet 
mass loss rate of char 
mass gas ablation rate due t o  pyrolysis of virgin material 
mass flux rate of oxygen t o  surface 
t o t a l  ablation r a t e  
number of nodes i n  ablation material  
number of nodes per backup material 
time t o  be writ ten .on tape and plotted 
location of nodes i n  variable ablation material  thickness 
thermal conductivity of a node i n  ablation material 
recession depth t o  be writ ten on tape and plotted 
bondline temperature t o  be writ ten on tape and plotted 
1060 isotherm depth t o  be written on tape and plotted 
1460 isotherm depth t o  be wri t ten on tape and plotted 
r a t i o  t o  determine when the limiting value of heat blockage 






PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED. 
Read and write 
input data and 
setup i n i t i a l  conditions 
- - 
95 
Transfer t o  subroutine 
RECESS 
calculates surface recession 
depth and char ablation rate  
a 
determines i n i t i a l  
temperature distribution 






I properties I 
I I 
Transfer to subroutine 
swum 
solves tri-diagonal matrh 
for  temperature dis t r ibut ion 
Transfer t o  subroutine 
Setup temperature 
dis t r ibu t ion  for  pr int ing 
I 
Check I NCASE 
Transfer t o  subroutine 
SAVE 
determines maximum and 
minimum values for  
p lo t  program 
I End Fi le  11 c-- LPL@ = NCASE Rewind 11 
i n i t i a l  input conditions 
Go t o  i n i t i a l i z a t i o n  
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TmLE 11.- SAMPIE PROBID4 OUTPUT 
- _. _ _  - ___  .- ___ - - - - - 




T I M E  L I M I T = 6 . 0 0 0 0 E  02 I N I T I A L  TIME=O. NPTT= z 
T I M E  T I M E  S T E P  P K l N T  CONTROL 
0. 1 . 0 0 0 0 E - 0 1  100 
6 .000OE 02  1 . 0 0 0 0 E - 0 1  100 
F CO> W = -1. ec r: n-02- 3 0 F R A I)= 1 . 000 OOE 0 0 - ____ . - - - -- 
T Y P I C A L  C H A d R I N C  A B L A T I O N  M A T E R I A L  P R O P E R T I E S  -__ - - - - - - _-  - -  
T A B L =  i,06zcu-E 03 TCHAK=- 1.46000k 03 TREC= 0 .  RHOV= 3.40000E 01 RHDC= 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 E  0 1  
FRLOW= 0. CMV= 6 . 5 0 0 0 0 E - 0 1  EMC= 7 . 5 0 0 C O E - 0 1  H300= 1 . 2 9 0 1 0 E  02 V L =  1 . 5 0 0 0 0 E  00 
HV= 2.5'JOOOE 02 V P T =  0. F V =  l . 0 0 0 0 0 E  00 TV= 0. CHARK= 1 . 2 0 0 0 0 E - 0 1  
CHARC- 4.3SOOOE-01 A B L K -  7 . 0 0 0 0 0 E - 0 2  ABLC= 4 . 3 0 0 0 0 E - 0 1  
RIP= 31- VKC= 2 NCPC= 7 NKV= 9 NCP- 2 NREZ=__ - - - - -  
V I R G I N  M A T E R I A L  
T E MPEKP T IJK E 
4. 690-0-0J- Cc-- 
5.6000CiE 02  
6 . 6 3 0 0 0 E  02  
7.60003t 02 
8 , 6 0 0 0 0 E  02  
9 . 6 0 0 0 0 E  02  
3 . 6 c ~ ~ o n ~  0 2  
THESMAL S P E C I F I C  
6 . 5 C 0 0 S E - 0 2  3 . 6 0 0 0 0 E  0 2  4 . 3 0 0 O O E - 0 1  
6 . 5 0 0 0 9 E - 0 2  l . lOOOOE 03 4.3000OE-01 
6 . 5 5 0 0 O E - 0 2  
C O N D U C T I V I T Y  TEMPERATURE H E A T  
~~ 
6 . 600OOE-02  
6 . 7 2 0 0 ( ~ E - 0 2  
6 . 8 4 0 0 0 E - 0 2  
6 . 7 3 0 0 3 E - 0 2  
SPEC IF IC 
CHAR M A T E R I A L  
TEMPERATURE H E A T  
THEKMAL 
TEMP E K AT-UR E ~ L O ~ X C I . . ~  I TY. ___- __ __ 
1 . 4 6 0 0 0 E  G 3  1.ZCOO.lE-01 1 . 4 6 0 0 0 E  03 4 e 3 0 0 0 0 E - 0 1  
1.000UUt o* 1 . 2 0 0 0 3 E - 0 1  1 . 0 0 0 0 0 E  04 4.30000E-01 
SIJRFACE K F C E S S I O N  T A 8 L E  
T I M E  SR - I N / S E C  
0. 9 . 0 0 0 0 0 E 7 0 4  
h.PCIUOOE 02 9.OCOOOE-04 
_- - - . - __ ---._ - .--  - - 
. . .  . _  
... __ ~ .. _- .... 
NO T S A J E C T C K Y  - 0=95 BTU/SEC-SQFT 
......... 
NO. OF T R 4 J E C T f l R Y  P C I " J T S - =  2 
..... 
_ .  . _I ... .- .. --- .... 
T I M E  0 C O N V E C T I V E  Q R A D I A T I V E  V E L O C I T Y  
0. 9 . 5 0 0 0 0 E  01 0. 2 . 9 2 5 0 0 E  04 
-_ 2.9250DE 04 ___ __ __ 6.00000E 0 2  __ 9,50000E O l -  0. 
NO. CIF M A T E R I A L S  I N  RACK-UP S H I E L D =  1 
T O T A L  NUMRER OF NUDES I N  RACK-UP S H I E L D =  3 
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Figure 1.- Radiation temperature approximation error. 
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Figure 5. - Comparison of temperature histories for  nonablaking s t e e l  slab (pure conduction). 
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Figure 8. - Plot program surface recession curve from typical charring ablator test case. 
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Figure 10. - Plot program isotherm curves from typical charring ablator test case. 
